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Particle-wall interactions play a key role when investigating the macroscopic properties (effective viscosity,...) of dilute and bounded suspensions. For a liquid flow with
velocity u above the x3 = 0 plane slipping wall Navier [1] proposed his famous conditions
∂u.e1
∂u.e2
u.e3 = 0, u.e1 = λ
and u.e2 = λ
at x3 = 0
(1)
∂x3
∂x3
where λ ≥ 0 denotes the wall slip length. For instance, the above relations received
experimental support for a nonwetting fluid-solid interface in [2]. The effect of the
slip length λ on the migration of a solid sphere has been examined in the literature
using two different approaches:
(i) The so-called bipolar coordinates method (see, for instance, [3-5]).
(ii) The boundary-integral technique in [6].
Unfortunately and to the authors very best knowledge, there is no available work
dealing with the challenging case of a non-spherical particle. This work therefore
presents a boundary-integral apporach (different from the one employed in [6]) resting
on the establishment and use of a new Green tensor which complies with (1) and valid
by essence for arbitrarily-shaped solid particles. Both benchmarks against [3-5] for a
sphere and new results for a solid and ellipsoidal particle will be discussed.
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